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1 A, Let ® assume its values randomly in 
some space 0 according to a probability measure U • The value 
of El is unobservable, but with 8 is associated an observable 
random vector ~ = (X1 , .... ,JSn)', whose conditional distribution 
function, given ®=9 , is F(o \e). By means of ~ we shall 
estimate a scalar valued function of ®, say g(El). The goodness 
1\ 
of an estimator g is measured by the expected squared error 
This situation f~ts the Bayesian scheme of estimation, with prior 
measure U , (class of) kernel distributions 
:f. = { F ( o Ia) ; a E o} 
and g.uadratic loss function, We shall, however, admit as 
estimators only functions of the form 
1\ m 
g =a + I: a.x .• 
o.1J.J. J_::: 
( 1. 2) 
Thus, so far our problem is that of multidimensional linear 
credibility estimation, treated by Jewell (1973). Accordingly we 
will speak of the set of coefficients a.0 , ••• ,a.m minimizing 
(1.1) as the credibility coefficients and the optimal linear formula 
rv m 
g =a.+~ a..x. (1.3) 
0 i=1 J. J. 
as the linear credibility estimator. This terminology is borrowed 
from the theory of individual experience rating, where ® is a 
risk parameter, measuring the accident proneness of the risk, 
and ~ is the statistical information generated by the risk, 
typically including its claims records in earlier insurance periods. 
On basis of ~ the expected amount of claims in the next 
insurance period, g(El), is to 'be estimated. The simple derivation 
of the credibility formula is demonstrated in subsection 2 A. 
- 2 .-
1 B. Of particular interest is the linear regression case 
when 
E(~te~) =X ~(e) 
for some lrnown, nonrandom "design matrix" Y of order m X q , 
= 
say, and vector valued function ~ of order q X 1 • In this 
situation we typically want to estimate g(®) = l'~(®) for some 
- ~ 
fixed q ... vector ~ , the class of admissible estimators and the 
measure of goodness still being as in subsection 1 A. This is 
the problem of estimation by a non-homogeneous credibility formula, 
investigated by Hachemeister (1975) and in a more general setting 
by Taylor (1975). In subsection 2 B the solution will be derived 
from that of the general problem presented in subsection 1 B. 
The present model ·includes random regression coefficient models 
of the type studied first by Wald (1947) and later by many others. 
For a review, see Swamy (1971). 
1 c. The credibility coefficients depend on the moments up 
to second order of the variables g(S),x1 , ••• ,~. In many 
c(' 
situations reasonable assumptions will lead to a known family -9" 
of conditional distributions. However, in practical situations 
the measure U , and hence also the linear credibility formula 
(1.3), are unknown. To remedy this problematic state of affairs, 
BUhlmann and Straub (1970) proposed to replace the unknown moments 
involved in the credibility coefficients by unbiased estimates. 
These estimates will typically be derived from n independent 
vectors of observations ~1 , ••• ,~ related to n preceding 
independent replications e1, ••• ,en of ® • At this moment we 
need not specify further assumptions concerning the distribution 
of these observations. We recognize the problem of estimating 
g(®) by means of ~ and ~1 , ••• ,~n , when U and possibly 
also ~ are unknown, as one essentially within the framework of 
empirical Bayes theory. This theory was founded by Robbins (1955 
and 1964), and its main aspects and results are surveyed by Maritz 
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(1970). The purpose of this paper is to investigate the 
properties of BUhlmann~Straub type of estimators from the 
empirical Bayes point of view. Thus let (~n0 ,..·.,~nm) be a 
function of ~1 , ••• ,~ which converges in probability to the vector 
of credibility coefficients, (Ct. 0 , ••• '~m), as n -+ o:> .. In section 3 
it will ·be proved, under reasonable conditions, that the sequence 
of estimators 
I\ 1\ IDA 
g ~ a + ~ a .X. 
n no . 1 n1 1 l;::: 
is asymptotically optimal in the sense that 
for all (U,~) such that the variances of the variables 
g(e), x1 , ••• ,~ exist, the expectation on the left side in 
( 1. 4) 
(1.4) being with respect to e, ~, ~1 , ••• ,~. In section 4 we first 
construct consistent estimators of the coefficients a.0 , ••• ,o.m 
in the linear regression case, and compare our results to those 
o·btained by Martz and Krutchkoff ( 1969) and Wind ( 1973) for this 
special case. Secondly we consider a nested classification model. 
2 A. In this section we recall how to find the credi.bili ty 
coefficients o. 0 , ••• ,o.m which minimize (1.1) for a fixed pair 
(U, ~). We denote by JVL 2 the family of pairs (U, g: ) with the 
property that all the variables g(e), x1, ••• ,xm have finite 
moments up to second order. In order that the expectation (1.1) 
be finite, and the problem of minimizing it thus well defined, we 
assume that (U, Sf'.) E Jt~ • By this assumption we may differentiate 
( 1.1) with respect to the a.'s by reversing the order of expectation 
l 
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and differentiation. This gives the following necessary conditions 
for a 0 , ••• ,~m to minimize (1.1). 
m 
E{g(S)-~0-.~ ~iXi} (-1) = 0 , 
~=1 
m E{g(®)~0-.~ ~ixi} (-xk) = o , k=1, ••• ,m. 
~=1 
Since (1.1) is a positive definite quadratic form in a 0 , ••• ,an, 
these conditions are also sufficient. M~utiplying the first 
equation by E(Xk) before subtracting it from the k'th of the 
remaining equatio~s, we arrive at 
m 
E{g(®)} = a.o+ ~ a.iEX. ' 
. 1 ~ ~== 
( 2.1 ) 
m 
~ o.. cov(X; ,Xk) , k=1, ••• ,m • 
. 1 ~ ..L. ~= 
We have assumed that (u,s;) E~~2 • This implies the existence 
and finiteness of the scalar 
y = E{g(®)} ' 
the vectors 
M(®) = E(~\®) 
- -
, ~ = E(X) = E{M(®)} 
= - = 
(2.2) 
and the matrices 
~ = E{Var(X!e)} and k = Var{~(®)r 1 
where Var denotes the covariance Llat:L·ix operator. 
Note that we have 
Var(~) = A + r 
and 
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By means of these notations and relations we may write (2.1) as 
y == Cto + '='!;; 
where 
The credibility coefficients are thus given by 
(2.4) 
and 
a. :::: y - ''I:! • 0 = -
Inserting these expressions in (1.3) we find that the linear 
credibility estimator is 
,...., 
g = y + ~'(X-1::!:) • 
- ~ -
(2.5) 
With this formula we estimate g(e) by its average value in the 
population adjusted according to the deviation of the observations 
x1 ,~ •• ,~ from their expected values. The credibility coefficients 
depend on (U ,Cf.~ ) through the first and second order moments 
:1 == (Y' ~' ~' ~ + ~) • 
For later use we introduce also the notation 
,...., 2 p(;r) = E{g(e)-gl , 
which explicitly expresses the dependence of the minimum value 
of ( 1 • 1 ) on J, • 
2 B. In the particular case of a random regression coeffi .... 
cient model, as defined in subsection 1 B, it is convenient to 
introduce the notations 
- 6 "':" 
~ == E{~(e)l and f1 = Var{B(e)} (2.6) 
- = 
Recalling that we want to estimate g(e) = ~'~(e) , we now have 
y ;: ~t~ • 
The quantities defined in (2.2) and (2.3) become 
N(S) = Y ~(e) 
= = - ' 
s = y 1\ ;y • 
Cl = = -
By (2.8) we have 
r = Y A yr 
= ::::=:::: 
Substituting from (2.7)- (2.10) in (2.4) and (2.51we find 
that the linear credibility estimator now becomes 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
(2. 11 ) 
When the order m of ~ is not less than the number q of 
regression coefficients and I has full rank q , we obtain a 
particular simple expression. We shall need the identity 
(2.12) 
valid for any matrices Q and ~ of order m x q , in the 
sense that the existence of one of the inverses indicated implies 
the existence of the other. Consider the matrix product 
which occurs in (2.11). By putting Q =X and ~f = ~ x·~- 1 
in the parantheses on the right side and using (2.12), this 
expression becomes 
X'~-t{J-X(£+~·~-tX)-1 ~x·~-tl 
= {J-X'6- 1 X(J+~Y·~- 1 X)- 1 ~l X'A- 1 • 
- - = - - -= - - - - -
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We recognize the expTession in script brackets as the right side 
in (2.12) with g = x·~- 1 x and ~~ = ~ , and hence we finally get 
Substituting this in (2.11),we get 
This may be written 
~=~'iii+ (~-l)~l , (2.13) 
where 
and 
1\ 
We recognize B as the generalized least squares estimator, which 
minimizes the quadratic form (~-X~P'g- 1 (~-X~) • If ~ = Var (~\8=8) 
for some 6. 8 E 0 , then ~ is an optimal estimator of ~(e) in 
the Gauss-Markov sense when e = e • Thus the estimator g of 
~t ~(e) 1\ is a weighed average of the least sg~ares estimator ~t~ 
and the a priori estimator ~~~. 
2 C. In the simplest possible version of the experience rating 
problem, the total claim amounts x1t•••'JSn reported by a risk 
in the first m insurance periods are assumed to be independent 
and identically distributed when (8) is fixed. On basis of these 
observations the individual pure premium g(e) = E(X1 \8) is to be 
estimated. In this case the model in subsection 2 B applies with 
~' ~(e), ~' ~ and X equal to 1, g(®), var{E(X1 \8)} , 
E{ var (X1 \8)} and the m x 1 - vector ( 1, ••• , 1)' res:pecti vely. 
It is easily verified that (2.13) in this case reduces to BUhlmann's 
(1970) now classical credibility formula 
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where k = E var(X1 j9)/var E(X1 \®) 
m 
and X = m- 1 ~ X .• 
. 1 1. 1.= 
(2.14) 
3 A. We now turn to the problem posed in subsection 1 C and 
assume that the prior measure u and possibly also the class 
of conditional distributions are unknown. We have at our disposal 
the first n of a sequence ~1 ,~2 , ••• of independent observable 
vectors corresponding to independent replications e1 ,e2 , ••• of e • 
These 11 collateral 11 data are assumed to be independent of the current 
® and ~ • Nevertheless they may be utilized in the estimation 
of g(e) to the extent that they contain information about the 
parameter 'r which enter into the credibility formula g .. Thus, 
for each n 1\ 1\ 1\ let g_n = (a:r10 , ••• , ann) be a function of ~1' • • • '~n' 
to be thought of as an estliaator of the vector of credibility 
1\ 
coefficients '!. = (a. 0 , •• , ,~). The corresponding sequence { gn} 
defined by 
will be called an empirical linear (EL-} estimator of g(®) • 
The class of EL-estimators includes the class of linear estimators 
defined by (1.2) as well as the BUhlmann-Straub type of estimators. 
Note that we have included no requirement of unbiasedness in our 
definition of EL-estimators. In this connection we remark that 
unbiasedness of the estimators of ,. does not imply unbiaselli~ess 
= 
of the corresponding BUhlmann-Straub estimator, since the credibility 
coefficients are not linear functions of ,. • Our criterion for 
= 
judging EL-estimators will be based on the overall expected sg~ared 
error E{g(e)-~n} 2 , the expectation now being vdth respect to ®,~ 
and X Y for each r~ .. 
:::1 ' • • • '==n .J. 
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Keep in mind that, although not explicitly indicated, this 
1\ 
expected value depends on r and the distribution of a 
= =n • 
By 
the assumed independence of (®.,~) and the collateral data we 
have 
E{g(®)-~n}2 = E E({g(®)-~n}2 ~~1' • .. ,~] 
2: p(J) • 
1\ 
.Ar1 EL-estimator { gnl will be called an (asymptotical) 
EL-credibili ty estimator relative to the subclass Jn of J(L 2 if 
for all (U, ~) E JT&. (Unless otherwise is explicitly indicated, 
all limits here and later refer to n ~ oo • ) This criterion is 
related to Robbins' (1955 and 1964) concept of asymptotical 
A 
optimality of empirical Bayes procedures. A general sequence {gn} 
o£ estimators is asymptotically optimal if the limit on the 
left side in (3.2) exists and 
equals the Bayes risk, which is the infimum of (1.1) taken over 
A 
all possible g • Since we consider only the restricted class of 
estimators on the form (3.1), we can only require that the limit 
on the left side in (3. 2) equals p ( r), which is usually larger 
than the Bayes risk. 
3 B. For each n let 
A 
T 
=n 
be an estimator of based on 
~1 , ••• ,~n. A reasonable way to construct an EL-estimator is to 
1\ 
define {gnl by 
where 
A 
t 
=n 
is obtained from (2.4) by insertion of and 
~n " from ~n on the right side. Suppose the sequence of estimators 
1\ { :bn} is consistent for in some class , i.e. 
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A 
:plim T :::::: T 
=n = 
for all (U, ~) E Jfl,. 
Then it follmvs that for all since 
g is continuous in (!,~) and plim(~,~) = (~,1,) • We shall 
take particular interest in the situation when ~ is uniformly 
bounded, i.e. 
ll~li ~ k for some finite constant k 
and all (U, r;g:) E tf();. 
Then, bytruncation if necessary, we can, and always will, 
arrange it so that 
\t . \ < k for all rJ. and all i=1, ••• ,m 
=lll 
without disturbing the fact that plim e =' for all (U, g:') ;;,;,n ;;:: 
in ~fit. Further we shall assume that {~nl satisfies the condition 
lim E(~ -y ) 2 = lim Ell~ -~-J-11 2 = 0 for all (W, ~E,.~. (3. 6) 
n -11 = 
The restrictiveness of these conditions will be commented at the 
end of this subsection. First we·state and :prove the main result. 
~~~g~~{g=~~b~ If the conditions (3.4) - (3.6) are satisfied, 
A 
then jgn} defined by (3.3) is an EL-credibility estimator 
relative to JV7_,_ 
Proof. Assume (u, r;::) E cfft. We must establish the eg_uali ty 
lim Ejg(9)-~n-~ (~-Qn)l 2 = p (,1) • (3.8) 
By subtracting and adding y + ~~ within the script brackets, 
the left side in (3.8) can be rewritten as 
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1\ 2 
E { g (® )-y-'' (]£-~)} 
-n - -
+ 
A /\/\/\ 
2 E{g(S)-y-h_' (X-k!.)} {y-y +~' (~ -6!,_)} 
-n - - n ~n -n -
+ 
J\ 
First we look at the third term in (3.9). Putting z - 11 - 11 n,i - r-ni r-i 
A 
for i==1, ••• ,m , zn,m+1 == y - yn and c = max( 1 ,k), we get 
E{y-~n+~~(~n-~)}2 
< 
m+1 2 m+1 
c E{ ~ \z . ll = c ~ E\z .z . I 
. 1 nl . . 1 lll nJ l= l=J= 
< 
the last inequality following from that of Schwarz. By assumption 
(3 .. 6) lim E(z2 . ) = 0 for j=1, ••• ,m+1 , '"hich shows that the llJ 
third term in (3.9) converges to 0 as n ~co. Next we show 
that the first term in (3.9) converges to p(T) • Let us write 
= 
fn = {g(S)-y-~~(~~)} 2 and f = {g(S)-y-~'(~-~)} 2 . We must 
prove that lim E(f ) == E(f). 
n 
Assume that this equality is not 
true, so that we can find an e: > 0 and a subsequence 
{fn ,J c {fn} such that 
for all n' • 
Since plimn ·~co fn 1 = f , vle can find a new subsequence 
{ fn 11 } c { fn 1 } such that 1 imn 11~ o:fn 11 = f alma s t everywhere. 
Since {fnnl is dominated by the integrable function 
f \g(S)\ + \Y I+ c ~=1 \Xi-l.lil} 2 , it follows by the dominated 
convergence theorem that li~ 11-? co E(fn 11 ) = E(f). This contradicts 
the ineguali ty (3.10), and so we must have 
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Finally we note that the second term in (3.9) converges to 0 , as 
a consequence of the Schwarz inequality and the results obtained 
concerning the first and third term in ( 3. 9) • These things together 
imply (3.8). 0 
3 c. This subsection gives sufficient conditions for the 
fulfilment of assumptions (3.5) and (3.6) and is thus concerned 
with the applicability of theorem 3.7. 
If g(e) has an unbiased linear estimator, i.e. 
m 
g ( e ) = E ( t: c . x . \e =e ) = Q. 1 1Il ( e ) 
. 1 l l - -l= 
for some constant, known vector g = (c1 , ••• ,cm) , 
then condition (3.5) is satisfied. 
(3.12) 
Proof. Relation (3.12) is g(e) = ~=~ ciMi(e). In this case 
covlg(8),Mk(e)} = ~=1 ci cov{Mi(e)~Mk(e)}. By (2.3) we thus 
have ~ = I:g, and by (2.4) 
g • (3.13) 
To prove that ~ is bounded, it suffices to prove that 
sup g*~ <co when 
= 
is defined by (3.13) and supremum is taken 
over all g such that llgll = 1 and all positive definite sym-
metric matrices ~ and ~ • For this purpose consider a fixed 
pair (~, 1:) • By the symmetry of r-1D. there exists an ortho-
= = 
normal matrix ~ such that ~- 1 ~f:' = Q = diag(q1, ••• ,gm), a 
diagonal matrix. The diagonal elements are positive since 
,-.-111 
• ~ is positive definite. 
= = 
We easily derive that 
Q'' = (~)'(Q+I)-1~Q. • 
- - -- - = --
By the orthonormality of ~ II~ ~II = ll~ll for any m x 1 -vector 
x • Hence 
= 
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sup £ 1 ~ :S sup -:Q'(Q+~)- 1 ~!1gJI l= sup 
11£11=1 llg!!==llgll=1- - - - - llgll=llgll=1 
< sup 
ll gil =II gil =1 
m 
I: bi diJigll = II gil • 
i=1 
m b.d. 
" 
1 1 II gil 
.'-'1 1+g. l= •l 
Since the bound ll gjl is independent of ~ and r , the 1 emma. 
= 
is proved. 0 
gg~Q1~g~~g=~~~~-2L1l~ Condition (3.5) is satisfied in the 
random regression coefficient model. 
Proof. In the random regression coefficient model we have 
the last equality following from the first relation in (2.8) and 
the fact that X has full rank. 
satisfied with g = X(X'X)- 1 ~ • 
Thus condition (3.12) is 
Finally in this subsection we comment on condition (3.6). 
Assume that from each X. 
=J we can construct an estimator 
such that 
Defining 
K = * sup var(y j) <co and 1 n * limn- I: Ey. = y • 
. 1 l l= 
A -1 n * Yn = n I: y . , · we then have 
. 1 l l== 
A 2 1 n * 1 n * 2 E(yn-y) = var(n- I: y.) + {E(n- I: y.)- y} 
. 1 l . 1 l l= l= 
n 
Hence 
1\ 2 
lim E(yn-y) = 0 • In the important special case when the 
pairs (®j,~j) are independent replications of (®,~) and 
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* g(e) has an unbiased estimator y (~) with finite second order 
* moment, condition (3.14) is satisfied by putting yi ~ y(~i) • 
Similar remarks apply to the second part of condition (3.6). 
3D. As an alternative to the criterion based on the overall 
expected error we could judge an EL-estimator by 
(3.15) 
where E denotes expectation with respect to (e,~) • Under 
assumption (3.4) the seg~ence {~n} of estimators defined by 
(3.3) is asymptotically equivalent to the linear credibility 
estimator in the sense that the random variable (3.15) converges 
in probability to . p (:l) as n -7 co • This is so since the expected 
squared erro.r (1.1) is a continuous function of the coefficient 
vector ~ = (a0 , ••• ,am) defining ~ by (1.2) and the coefficient 
A ~ 
vector of gn converges in probability to that of g • 
The present opti...'Ilality criterion is weaker than that based on (3.2). 
In fact, since E{g(®)-~n} 2 = EE {g(S)-~n} 2 and E{g(S)-~nl 2 ~ p(T), 
A {gn} can be EL-credibility estimator relative to (u,<_&) only if 
plim E{g(®)-~n} 2 = p(T) • 
i~=~~~kmg~~g~=Qf=~~*=g~~g1g~~~~gQ~~~~g~*~~~ 
4 A. In this section we give an example of how to construct 
consistent estimators of the credibility coefficients. We consider 
the linear regression model defined in subsections 1 B and 2 B, 
by which ~ is of the form 
~ = X~ (e) + X 
with 
E(;¥\9) = 2: 
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The pair (U, ~) is_ assumed to belong to the subfa.mi..ly Jf0 of 
JVL 2 defined by the following conditions. 
The COnditional covariance matrix of ~ ' given e = e 
is of the form 
Var(XIS=e) = D(e) ~ , 
where D(e) is some realvalued, positive function~ 
The vector ~ has finite moments up to fourth order. 
Under these assumptions we have 
~ = E{Var(Jte)} = E{Var(XIS)} = o ~, 
where 
o = E{D(®)} , 
and by the Hinder ineq_uali ty 
E { I Bl ( S) ~ I } < oo if p , q > 0 and p +q :S 4 , 
for arbitrary components of ~(e) of V • 
= 
(4.2) 
4 B. According to formula (2.11) and relation (4.1) we need 
consistent estimators of the parameters ~' ~ and o • At our 
disposal are data from a sequence of independent realizations of 
this regression situation. We subscript by j those quantities 
which belong to the j 1 th regression. Thus for the j'th regression 
@.' B. = ~(®j) , Dj = n(e.) 
' 
Y. 
' 
~- and v. are defined J ::::l J =J -J =J <l 
according to the general framework. The design matrices Y. 
=J 
need not be equal, and may even be of different dimensions 
mj X q • Except for this fact the regressions may be considered 
as identical replications of the current regressiono For each 
j let F. 
=J be a matrix of order m .x (m .-q), the c·olumns of which J J . 
form an orthonormal basis of the orthocomplement of the linear 
space spanned by the columns of y .• 
=J In the well known manner 
we transform x. 
=J into the least squares estimator of B. ' =J 
and the 
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1\ )-1 B. = (Y! Y. Y' . X. 
=J =J =J = J =J 
(m.-g)-vector J . 
G.=F!X .• 
=J =J =J 
(This apparently requires that all Y. 
=J are of full rank q • 
In practice this simply means that for the purpose of estimation 
we consider only those regressions whose design matrices are of 
l'ank q • Our asymptotic considerations presupposes that in the 
long run infinitely many such regressions will occur.) Substi-
tuting 
with 
X. = Y.B. + V. 
=J =J=J =J 
A 
in (4.3) and (4.4),we obtain 
B. = P.+ c. v. 
=J ~J =J =J 
C. = (Y! Y. )-1 Y! 
=J =J =J =J 
and,by orthogonality, 
G. =F'. V .• 
=J = J =J 
(4. 5) 
(4.6) 
We have Va:r(G.\9-) == F~ Var(V.\8-)F. = F~ D(e.)IF. = D(e.)I, 
=J J =J =J J =J =J J ==J J = 
and thus 
(4.7) 
is an unbiased estimator of D. • J From the n first 
regressions we form the statistics 
A 
-1 ~ ~-~n = n j=1 =J 
A 
-1 n 1\ (4.8) on = n I: D. j=1 J 
~ -1 n 1\ A ~ A A -1 n 1 = n 
. I: ( ~ j -~ ) ( = j - ~n) ' - o n I: (X'-X-)- • 
=n J=1 n j=1 -J-J 
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4 c. By (4.5) it is seen that 1\ ~n is an unbiased estimator 
of ~ and that 
/\ Var(~n) -2 = n 
n 
2:: (fl + c .Ac~) j=1 - =J==J 
-1 2 n 
= n ~ + n- 6 2:: c.c~ . j=1=J=J 
We assume the matrices Y. 
=J to be such that the elements of c. =J 
are bounded by some finite constant K independent of j • 
(Again this essentially means that we can find infinitely many 
such design matrices, which in practice is a completely non-res-
/\ 
trictive assumption.) Then it is seen that lim Var(~) = Q, 
-n -
1\ 
and by the Chebyshev inequality it follows that plim ~n = ~ • 
1\ 4 D. To prove that on is a consistent estimator of o 
we assume that the sequence !m.} 
J 
is bounded, which we easily can 
make it be. Dropping the subscript j , relation (4.6) can be 
written 
where G. 
l 
G. = l 
m 
t: Fk. vk 
k=1 l 
i=1, ••• ,m-q , 
is the i'th element in g and Fki the element in 
the k'th row and i'th column of ~ • By orthonormality all Fki 
are absolutely bounded ·by 1 , and hence 
the sums extending over all r,s,t and u between and including 
1 and m • By repeated use of the Schwartz inequality we get 
and thus 
E(G~) < m4 E(~) . 
1 - r 
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The right side is finite by (4. 2). Still cb:opping the subscript 
j we have by (4.7) 
A m-g 
E(D2) = E{ ~. G~Gk2 l/(m-g) 2 < E(G~) , 
. k-1 l . - l l, -
the last inequality following £rom that o£ Schwarz. Thus we see 
that var(~J.) < E(~~) < m~ E(v4) • 
- J - J r 
(4.9) 
1\ 
As remarked earlier, D. 
/\J 
is a conditionally unbiased estimator 
of D(Sj) • Hence E(Dj) = E D(ej) = 6 1\ , and so 6n defined by 
(4.8) i~ an unbiased estimator o£ 6 • By (4.9) we have 
which tends to ze.ro as no? co because {mj} 
By the Chebyshev inequality it follows that 
is bounded. 
1\ 
plim ()n = 6 • 
1\ 
4 E. Finally we consider the estimator An defined in 
(4.8). Putting 
(4.5) becomes 
w. =c. v. 
=J =J =J ' 
1\ 
B. = B. + W. 
:::::!J =J =J 
1\ 
and Q defined in (4.8) becomes ~n 
the dot denoting simple average over the n first values of the 
subscript j • Thus 
n 6 1\ 1\ 
n-1 ~ (~.-~ )(~~-~ )' j=1 -J -n -J -n 
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n n n 
= n- 1 ~ (~.-J2.)(J2.-J2.)~2n- 1 ~ (~.-B.)(w.-w.)'+n- 1 ~ (w.-w.)(Y£.-1ff._.)' j=1 -J - -J - j=1 -J = =J :;::: j=1 -J - -J 
As is well known, (and easy to prove), 
plim ~1 = ~ 
We rewrite ~2 as 
A = 
=2 
-1 n ' n ~ B. w~ - B. w. • j=1=J =J = 
(4.11) 
(4.12) 
Since the elements of the matrices c. 
=J are absolutely bounded 
by a constant, which is independent of j , so is also the 
elements of the matrices Var(W=J.) =C. Var(V.)C~ = 6 C.C' .• 
=J =J =J =J~ J 
( ) -2 n ) Hence lim Var ~· = lim n 2:j:1 Var(~j = 2 , and by the 
Chebyshev inequality it follows that plim }l• = 2 . Since B. 
converges in probability, it also follows that 
f 
plim ~· ~· ::z ~ • 
For each j we have 
and 
Var(B.W~) = E(B.W~W.B~) = E(B.V~C~C.V.B~) • 
=J=J =J=J=J=J =J=J=J=J=J=J 
As an easy consequence of (4.2) and the boundedness of the matrices 
~j, the elements of these covariance matrices are bounded by some 
constant which is independent of j • Again by the Chebyshev 
inequality we conclude that 
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-1 n 
' plim n ' z B.W. = 0 • j=1 =J=J 
(4.14) 
From (4.12) - (4.14) it follows that 
plim ~2 = 0 • (4.15) 
The last term in (4.10) is 
-1 n 
' ' ~3 = n z w.w. - w.w. =J=J = = • j=1 
For each j we have 
E(w.w'.) = E(c.v.v'.c~) = oiJ c' .• 
=J=J =J=J=J=J - =J 
By our assumptions it easily follows that the elements of the 
covariance matl~ices 
Var(W .W 1.) = E(W .w'. )2 - {E(W .W 1. )} 2 
=J=J =J=J =J=J 
are bounded by some constant independent of j • Hence, by the 
now familiar way of reasoning, we have 
( 4.17) plim n- 1 n z (w .w•. 
-
oc.cq = ~ j=1 =J=J =J=J 
We have already shown that plirn ~· = 0 , and so from (4.16) and 
(4 .17) we get 
n 
plim(A_3 - n- 1 o Z C~C!) = 0 • j=1=J=J 
Combining (4.10), (4.11), (4.15) and (4.18), we find that 
_1 n A A A A -1 n plim{n z (~.-~ )(~.-~ )' - n 6 z c.c~l = -~ j=1 -J -n -J ~n j=1=J=J 
To conclude that 1 . 1\ p 2m ~n = ~ , we need only notice that 
I ( I )-1 C.C. = Y.Y. 
=J=J =J=J and that 
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n 
pl im { (~ - 5 ) n-1 ~ ( Y ~ Y . ) - 1 j = 0 , 
n j=1 =J=J 
the last relation following from the boundedness of the matrices c .. 
=J 
4 D. We have established estimators that are consistent for 
~, A and A whenever (U, g:') belongs to the class JYt defined 
in subsection 4 A. The pair (U, T ) belongs to JYL if our 
observations possess finite fourth order moments and, for given 9 ~ 
fit the commonly used homoscedastic regression model. The first 
of these assumptions represents no severe restriction on the 
class JYl_,. The assumption of homoscedastici ty is more restrictive, 
and the construction of estimators which are consistent also for 
more general ~ is proposed as a subject for further investigations. 
4 E. Martz & Krutchkoff (1969) studied the special case 
when X is distributed as N(Q,o~), with a known and all design 
matrices Y. 
=J equal to the current X • Under these asstunptions 
they found an empirical Bayes estimator of ~(e), that is an 
estimator based on ~1 , ••• ,~ and ~ which converges in proba-
bility to the Bayes estimator. Wind (1973) considered the more 
general model of this subsection. Assuming all Y. 
=J to be equal, 
he found an empirical estimator of ~(e) which is asymptotically 
optimal in the sense that its expected loss, with loss function 
A 1\ (~-~) '~ (~-~) , converges to the least possible expected loss. 
4 F. Finally in this section we consider estimation of 
credibility coefficients in a nested classification credibility 
model. The vector of observations associated with the current ® 
is now of the form 
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where 0 0 ~1 , ••• ,~ are vectors of order s x 1 , which are 
independent and identically distributed for fixed Gl • We 
introduce y 0 , ~0 (e), ~0 , !0 , ~0 , and ~0 by replacing ~ with 
x? in subsection 2 A. Then we can write 
=~ 
(vectors of order ms x 1), and 
(
' ~~ .... ~ 8 '\ 
• • • 
. . . j 
• • • 0 
0 , ••• , A 
= = 1 
(/ ro' ... ' . . 
r = • • 
'\ • 0 • I: ' ... ' 
\ 
l ~0 \ 
J; = \ • ) 
\ ~a I 
\ -
(matrices of order ms x ms). If we divide ~ into m blocks 
corresponding to the m blocks in X , i.e. 
= 
' 
= 
:r: 
I '-a\ I -= 1 
' • I 
\ ·o ;' 
\ '  -m ' \- I 
with each C ~ of order s x 1 , we find from the re:lation 
~ = (~+I) ~ that 
k=1 , ••• ,m • 
Hence all ~~ are equal to the same vector ~0 , which must be 
~o = (~o+m~o)-1~o • 
The credibility formula (2.5) becomes 
,...,. ' m g = y + 'o ( ~X~ _ ~o) 
- j=1-J -
= y + ~o' (~o+m-1~o)-1(~?-~o) 
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= m-1 
m 
where ~~ I: X~ • If in particular g(e) = g ,~o (e)' we 
. =l l=1 
g'~o ~0 0 "' y = and = h g 
' 
and by substitution in g we find 
where 
.Again BUhlmann's formula in subsection 2 C is obtained as a 
special case by putting s = 1 (and g = 1). 
have 
We consider the task of estimating the parameters 1::1;0 ~0 
and rO ~ 11 t 1 t X (X0 ' Y 0 ')' ~ rom n co a era vee ors =j= =j 1 , ••• ,~jm , 
j=1, ••• ,n, which can be considered as independent replications 
of the current ~. From the j'th set of observations we obtain 
the mean vector 
0 X. • 
=J 
= m-1 m o I: X ..• 
i=1=Jl 
A consistent estimator of 1::1;0 is 
Ao 
~n = 0 x .. 
= 
-1 n o 
= n I: X .•• j=1 =J 
For each j we form the empirical 
covariance matrix 
1 m ( o o )( o o )' S . = (m-1)- L: X .. - X. X .. -X. • 
=J i=1 =J l = J. =J l =J. 
-1 n 
= n L: S. j=1=J 
is a consistent estimator of ~0 • 
Finally, to define a consistent estimator of ~0 , we write 
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s = (n-1)- 1 ~ (x~.- x~.)(x~.- X_~.)' 
=n j=1 =J = =J 
gn is a consistent estimator of Var(~j.) = 
E{Var(~j· \®)} + Var{E(~j· \®)} = m- 1 ~0 + ~0 • Hence 
f.o = S _ m-1 ~o 
=n =n =n 
is a consistent estimator of r 0 • If the number of components 
X~. in X. depends on J. , the above estimates should be modified 
=Jl =J 
in a trivial manner. Under normality assumptions Norberg (1976) 
has studied optimality properties of statistical procedures for 
such nested classification models in the linear regression case. 
4 G. By reconsideration of the two foregoing estimation 
problems it is seen that only estimation of C poses real diffi-
= 
culties. When g(e) possesses an unbiased estimator g'~ , we 
have ~ = ~ g , and the problem reduces to that of estimating h . 
A consistent estimator of r was obtained in 
= 
4 A - 4 C by 
posing restrictions on 6 and in 4 E by assuming a nested design. 
In some situations, when ~? is assumed to be a parametric family 
of distributions, t can oe estimated without such assumptions. 
As an example let ® be scalar valued and the components 
x1 , ••• ,Xm of ~ independent and exponentially distributed with 
density e- 1 exp(-x/e) ' X> 0 ' when ® = e . Then E(X1 \®) = e 
and var(X1 \®) = e2 • According to formula (2.14) we need consistent 
estimators of ~ = E(®) and k = E(®2)/[E(e2) - E2 (e)] . Suppose 
now that the collateral data are just scalars, i.e. x. 
=J consists 
just of one component xj 1 , and assume 
are independent replications of (®,X1 ). 
that the pairs (®j,xj 1 ) 
1\ -1 n Now ~n = n ~j=1 Xj 1 
is a consistent estimator of ~ • A consistent estimator of 
var(X1 ) = E(®2 ) + var(e) = 2E(®2) - E2 (®), is the empirical varia~ce 
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and thus ~ = (S +02 )/(s2-~2 ) is a consistent estimator of k • n n n n n 
In this situation we have obtained a consistent estimator of ~ 
without estimating r by the aid of nested observations. 
5 A. In a discussion of the BUhlmann-Straub procedure Taylor 
(1974) remarks that it lacks the methodology which the other 
credibility formulas possess, since "the set of admissible 
estimators is not described in advance, and nor is the criterion 
by which the optimal estimator is chosenn. These objections are 
substantial and necessitates a clarification of the point of view 
underlying this paper. In the first place we note that we have in 
fact adopted an optimality criterion, namely that defined by (3.2). 
This optimality Cl.'i terion is based on the total expected squared 
error, which for all estimators not depending on the collateral 
data ~1 , ••• ,~ coincides with the generally accepted criterion 
based on (1.1). As explained in subsection 3 A, this essentially 
amounts to adopting the point of view of empirical Bayes theory. 
In the second place it should be underlined that the aim of the 
paper is the quite pragmatic one to investigate the properties, 
as measured by the criterion (3.2),of Bllhlma.nn-Straub estimators 
and more general EL-estimators. The reason for undertaking 
this task can be found in the same discussion by Taylor as he 
writes: 11 Its (the BUhlmarm-Straub procedure) pragmatic value is 
undoubted, and, in fact, the author himself would probably make 
use of it if faced with a practical experience rating problem." 
And indeed, what else is there to do? We note that the use of 
linear premium formulas of the type (1.2) in insurance arose 
from the need of a formula which is easily calculable and also 
- 26 -
easily understood by the policyholder. Thus purely practical 
points of view determine the class of formulas from which the 
optimal .formula should be chosen. Now efficient insurance 
management requires that the statistics of the risk portfolio 
is permanently reviewed and analyzed, this typically involving 
as a routine the calculation of reliable estimates of the basic 
risk parameters ~ • Thus the actuary has in fact at his 
disposal estimates of the optimal set of coefficients in (1.2), 
and he may equally well ·USe these as any nonstochastic set of 
coefficients. Con.8equently the EL-credibili ty estimator joins 
the class of estimators satisfying the mentioned practical 
requirements, which explains the motive of section 3· 
- 27 -
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